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Stochastic Physical Synthesis Considering Prerouting Interconnect Uncertainty and Process Variation for FPGAs Yan Lin, Student Member, IEEE, Lei He, Member, IEEE, and Mike Hutton, Member, IEEE



Abstract—Process variation and prerouting interconnect delay uncertainty affect timing and power for modern VLSI designs in nanometer technologies. This paper presents the first in-depth study on stochastic physical synthesis algorithms leveraging statistical static timing analysis (SSTA) with process variation and prerouting interconnect delay uncertainty for field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). Evaluated by SSTA using the placed and routed circuits, the stochastic clustering, placement, and routing reduce the mean delay by 5.0%, 4.0%, and 1.4%, respectively, and reduce the standard deviation of delay by 6.4%, 6.1%, and 1.4%, respectively for MCNC designs. The majority of improvements come from modeling interconnect delay uncertainty for clustering and from considering process variation for placement, while routing has less improvement on delay. In addition, we study the interaction between each individual design stage. When applying all stochastic algorithms concurrently, the mean delay and standard deviation are reduced by 6.2% and 7.5%, respectively. On the other hand, stochastic clustering with deterministic placement and routing is a good flow with little change to the entire flow, but the mean delay is reduced by 5.0%, the standard deviation is reduced by 6.4%, and the runtime is slightly reduced compared to the deterministic flow. Finally, while its improvement over timing is small, stochastic routing is able to reduce the total wire length by 4.5% and to reduce the overall runtime by 4.2% compared to deterministic routing. Index Terms—Algorithms, field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), timing, uncertainty.



I. INTRODUCTION



B



ECAUSE interconnect delay is dominant in modern VLSI designs [1], prerouting interconnect delay estimation is needed for early stages of design automation. For field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), the existing timing-driven physical synthesis algorithms are all deterministic, which leverage timing slack analyzed by static timing analysis (STA) as a guidance. In order to perform STA, the interconnect delay is estimated by various methods in different design stages. The actual post-routing interconnect delay may differ from the estimated delay, which introduces prerouting interconnect delay uncertainty. Recently, a probabilistic approach by modeling interconnect delay as a random variable has been presented Manuscript received May 10, 2006; revised June 11, 2007. This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant CCR-0306682. Y. Lin and L. He are with the Department of Electrical Engineering, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90095 USA. M. Hutton is with Altera Corporation, San Jose, CA 95134 USA (e-mail: [email protected]). Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TVLSI.2007.912027



for buffer insertion in application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) [2]. However, no existing work in the literature has considered prerouting interconnect uncertainty during physical synthesis for FPGAs. Process variation has gained a growing impact on modern VLSI designs including FPGAs as devices scale down to nanometer technologies [3]–[9]. With process variation, any near-critical paths may actually be statistically critical. Statistical criticality of a timing edge or node is defined as the probability that this edge or node is statistical timing critical considering process variation [10]. It depends on not only slack magnitude, but also circuit topology and correlation between edges. Slack itself analyzed by STA is based on the single critical path and ignores near-criticality. Statistical criticality has recently been studied in [10]–[13] and applied to gate sizing in [14], [15] for ASICs, and placement in [6], [7] and routing in [16] for FPGAs. However, only placement or routing stage but not the entire physical synthesis flow has been investigated in [6], [7], and [16]. In addition, the spatially correlated process variation is not considered in [6], [7] while interconnect uncertainty is not considered in [6], [7], [16]. Considering both prerouting interconnect uncertainty and process variation, the traditional timing-driven physical synthesis algorithms based on STA may not optimize for near-critical paths and may not optimize timing statistically. In this paper, we study the stochastic physical synthesis algorithms including clustering, placement, and routing by leveraging statistical static timing analysis (SSTA) with statistical criticality calculation for FPGAs. The baseline FPGA synthesis flow (see Fig. 1) consists of SIS [17], CutMap [18], T-VPack [19], and VPR [19], which are the commonly used algorithms in academic research. The same synthesis result is applied to all chips for the same application. The delay distribution is evaluated by SSTA after detailed placement and routing. We first replace each individual synthesis stage with the stochastic algorithm and study its impact on timing. We then replace multiple stages concurrently and study the interaction between these stochastic algorithms in a style similar to the study for power-aware algorithms in [20]. Although not done here, our methods can be extended to high-level synthesis and technology mapping algorithms for statistical timing optimization. In order to quantify the benefit of stochastic algorithms, we use Microelectronics Center of North Carolina (MCNC) designs [21] for evaluation. The stochastic clustering, placement, and routing reduce the mean delay by 5.0%, 4.0%, and 1.4%, respectively, and reduce the standard deviation of delay by 6.4%, 6.1%, and 1.4%, respectively. The majority of improvements
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the chip, or local, randomly affecting each individual transistor. Delay of a circuit element [e.g., a lookup table (LUT) or a routing switch] is a random variable under presence of process variation. To model spatially correlated variation, we partition an FPGA chip into grids and assume perfect correlation among the deis associated vices in the same grid. A standard Gaussian with the with grid . Given a set of correlated variables covariance matrix , principle component analysis (PCA) [22] into an uncorrelated set can be used to transform (principle components) as (1) Fig. 1. FPGA synthesis flow.



is the th eigenvalue of the covariance matrix and is the th element of the th eigenvector of . In our paper, we use the method from [23] to generate the covariance matrix. Global and local variations are also assumed as a set of independent random variables with PCA. Similar to [10], delay is then modeled in a first-order canonical form as where



are achieved during clustering and placement. The gain mainly comes from modeling interconnect uncertainty for clustering and from considering process variation for placement. On the other hand, the routing stage has less improvement on timing. When applying all stochastic algorithms concurrently, the mean delay and standard deviation are reduced by 6.2% and 7.5%, respectively, but the overall runtime increases to 3.0 . Meanwhile, stochastic clustering with deterministic placement and routing is a good flow with little change to the entire flow but the mean delay and standard deviation are reduced by 5.0% and 6.4%, respectively, and the runtime is slightly reduced compared to the deterministic flow. The significant improvement obtained in our study warrants more investigation of stochastic physical synthesis algorithms for FPGAs in the future. While its improvement over timing is small, stochastic routing is able to reduce the total wire length for the same routing channel width by 4.5% and to reduce runtime by 4.2% compared to deterministic routing. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the background on the models of interconnect uncertainty and process variation, SSTA and the general experimental setting. Sections III–V present the stochastic clustering, placement and routing algorithms, and their results. Section VI then combines the results from each individual stage and studies the interaction between them. Section VII concludes this paper. II. PRELIMINARIES A. Interconnect Uncertainty Model Similar to [2], we model the prerouting interconnect delay as an independent Gaussian to consider interconnect uncertainty. The distribution (mean and standard deviation) of the Gaussian is approximated based on various methods in different design stages for the mean value and the statistics on post-routing interconnect delay for the standard deviation. To verify our modeling and algorithms, we evaluate our stochastic algorithms with the fully placed and routed layout. B. Process Variation Model Modern VLSI designs see a large impact from process variation as devices scale down to nanometer technologies. This variation can be classified as global, affecting all aspects of a given chip, spatial/regional, affecting geographic areas of



(2) represents the variation for where is the nominal value, (up to sources), repeach global source of variation represents resents the sensitivity to each global variation, the spatially correlated variation for grid and can be repreis the sensisented by principle components using (1), is the variation of an independent random tivity to from its mean value, and is the sensitivity of variable . Sensitivities are measured assuming that , and are standard Gaussians . Although there are numerous sources of process variation, variations in lithographic and dopant atoms in oxide layers affecting effects affecting are considered in this paper. SPICE simulation is performed to obtain sensitivities for each type of circuit element. C. SSTA SSTA has recently been proposed to analyze timing with process variation [10], [24]. SSTA can however serve as a unified framework to handle both prerouting interconnect uncertainty and process variation. The probabilistic equivalents of the “max,” “min,” “add,” and “subtract” operations are involved in SSTA. With the delay in the canonical form, addition and subtraction are performed easily [10]. The max or min of two Gaussians is not a Gaussian, but is modeled as a Gaussian [25] and then expressed in the canonical form, which allows us to propagate the correlations due to global and spatial variations. With forward and backward traversals of the timing graph, the distribution of the arrival and requested arrival time for each node, and the statistical criticality for each node and edge can be calculated. The statistical criticality of an edge or node is defined as the probability that this edge or node is timing critical [10]. , the timing yield is defined as the Given a cutoff delay conprobability that the critical path delay is no longer than sidering variation. Given the canonical form of the arrival time at the virtual sink, the mean and standard deviation of circuit
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delay can be calculated.1 With a cutoff delay , the timing yield can then be computed using cumulative density function . (CDF) of the standard Gaussian as D. General Experimental Setting To quantify the benefit of our stochastic algorithms, we conduct the experiments on the largest MCNC designs [21]. We use the Berkeley Predictive Device Model [26] from ITRS [27] 65-nm technology node. Suggested in [4] for higher yield, we use the min-ED (energy-delay product) device setting 0.9 V and 0.3 V). The VPR FPGA toolset ( [19] implements an island style FPGA architecture resembling Altera’s Stratix device [28] with ten 4-LUT clusters and 60% length-4 and 40% length-8 wires. A 1.2 minimum routing channel width obtained by the deterministic synthesis flow is used for each design. The same routing channel width is used for stochastic algorithms. We implement a block-based SSTA from [10] with statistical criticality calculation for each timing edge/node. To model spatial correlation, each FPGA chip is partitioned into grids such that each grid contains five tiles in one dimension (around 0.5 mm in 65-nm technology). The correlation covariance coefficient decreases to 0.1 at 2 mm and of distance. We assume a variation in each of 10%, 10%, and 6% at 3 (i.e., a 99.87% chance that variation is within 10% or 6% deviated from the nominal value) for global, spatial, and local variations, respectively, unless specified otherwise. To evaluate the yield, we set the cutoff delay for each individual benchmark such that the stochastic , we flow achieves a yield of 90% or 95%. Using the same then evaluate the yield achieved by the deterministic flow. The difference of yields between the deterministic and stochastic flows is the yield improvement of the stochastic algorithms. III. CLUSTERING Modern island-style FPGAs have clustered logic blocks that contain multiple basic logic elements (BLEs). Each BLE consists of a pair of LUT and register. Clustering algorithm packs LUTs and registers into clusters under certain constraints, i.e., the number of BLEs, in/out pins and clocks of one cluster. The optimization goals of clustering including area, timing, and routability have been studied in one of the representative timing-driven algorithms, T-VPack [19], and have further been extended to reduce power in [20]. In the following, we first review the deterministic clustering algorithm T-VPack and then present our new stochastic algorithm, ST-VPack. A. Timing-Driven Clustering T-VPack During clustering, T-VPack first selects an unclustered BLE as the seed of a new cluster. An attraction function is calculated for all BLEs with respect to the current cluster. The BLE with the highest attraction value is then packed into the cluster until this cluster is fully utilized. If the cluster still has empty slots for BLE but lacks of cluster inputs, a hill-climbing technique is applied to look for BLEs that do not increase the number of inputs used by the cluster. In order to optimize timing, BLEs on the critical path are packed into clusters since local connection delay within a cluster 1Note that the mean delay T may be larger than the nominal delay analyzed by STA due to the “max” operation with process variation.



is much smaller than global interconnect delay. STA is performed using a constant delay model, i.e., 0.1 for logic and local connection delay and 1.0 for global interconnect delay. Given the slack analyzed by STA, the static criticality of edge is defined as (3) where is the largest slack among all connections in the circuit. The static criticality of a BLE is then defined as



(4) of BLE is defined as the maximum where criticality of edges connected to if is a seed BLE, or the maximum criticality of edges that are connected to both and if is not a seed BLE. The second and the third cluster terms are the number of critical paths affected if is packed into , and the distance (the number of levels) from the timing graph source to , respectively. These two terms only serve as tie-breakers with a small when two BLEs have the same . and Based on (4), the attraction function between BLE cluster is defined as



(5) where the first term is for timing cost and the second term is for connection cost. and are sets of nets connected to and , respectively. is the tradeoff parameter between timing and connection, with a value of 0.75 adopted in T-VPack. B. Stochastic Clustering ST-VPack The deterministic timing model with constant interconnect delay used in T-VPack leads to some inaccuracy in estimation of where the critical path lies. T-VPack may try to shorten a path which is not part of the post-routing critical path due to this inaccurate estimation. Furthermore, any near-critical paths may become critical considering process variation. Our new stochastic clustering algorithm, ST-VPack, leverages a statistical timing model and optimizes timing statistically. To consider both interconnect uncertainty and process variation, we model interconnect delay for connection as (6) where models interconnect uncertainty and is independent can also be considfrom each other for all interconnects. ered for both interconnect uncertainty and local process variamodels tion, but is dominated by interconnect uncertainty. the correlation between interconnects due to global and spatial process variations and is shared by all interconnects, and and are 0.2 and 0.1 (relative standard deviation of 20% or 10%), between 0.0 to 0.1 and berespectively. Any values of tween 0.1 and 0.3 work fairly well, however (to be presented is set to 1.0 for all global interconnects same as in Table I).
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TABLE I EFFECT OF STANDARD DEVIATION DUE TO INTERCONNECT UNCERTAINTY  AND PROCESS VARIATION  (BASED ON THE GEOMETRIC MEAN OF 20 MCNC DESIGNS)



that in T-VPack. Both and are standard Gaussians . With the delay model (6), SSTA can be performed with statistical criticality calculated for each timing edge/node. Similar to STA in T-VPack, SSTA is only performed once before clustering in ST-VPack. We then modify (4) for ST-VPack as (7) where of BLE is calculated as the maximum statistical criticality of edges that are connected and cluster if is not a seed BLE. For a seed to both is defined as the statistical critiBLE, cality of , which is different from the scenario in T-VPack. in (4) depends on circuit topology and is removed from (7) since it has already been considered in stais still kept in (7) as a tie-breaker tistical criticality. are packed such that BLEs with the same from one end of a chain of BLEs rather than from the middle. A new exponent parameter is introduced to control the relative importance of connections with different criticalities. We experimentally select an of 0.1 for the best timing yield. The new attraction function is then expressed as



(8) with of 0.75 for the same tradeoff between timing and connection as that in T-VPack. C. Experimental Results We first study the impact of the combination of two uncerand process variatainty sources, interconnect uncertainty tion , in delay model (6) on ST-VPack. Table I presents a and the corresponding few combinations of different and post-routing mean (Tmean) and standard deviation (Tsigma) of circuit delay. Although only a few combinations are presented in Table I, our experimental results show a similar trend for all between 0.0 and 0.1, and between 0.0 combinations for and 0.3. In this table, group I does not consider interconnect while group II does not consider process uncertainty . It is clear that group II leads to a smaller variation mean delay by modeling interconnect uncertainty while all combinations in both groups lead to a similar standard deviation. On the other hand, group III considers both interconnect uncertainty and process variation. Considering process variation besides interconnect uncertainty does not have a significant impact on the mean delay. Based on Table I, the gain of ST-VPack



Fig. 2. Comparison between PDFs for 1) post-routing delay normalized w.r.t. the estimated delay during clustering and 2) post-routing delay with process variation normalized w.r.t. the nominal one.



is mainly due to modeling interconnect uncertainty. This is further explained in Fig. 2, which compares the probability density functions (PDF) for post-routing delay normalized with respect to the estimated one during clustering and post-routing delay with process variation normalized with respect to the nominal one. The statistics are based on all global interconnects of all designs. Clearly, interconnect uncertainty leads to a more significant delay variance in clustering stage. In the rest of this paper, and are set to 0.2 and 0.1, respectively. Fig. 3 shows the normalized nominal (Tnom), mean (Tmean), and standard deviation (Tsigma) of post-routing circuit delay obtained by ST-VPack for each benchmark. Each is normalized to its counterpart in T-VPack. The same deterministic placement and routing algorithms are used to generate detailed layouts. The nominal delay is evaluated by STA without considering process variation. The mean and standard deviation of delay are evaluated by SSTA with process variation. Compared to T-VPack, ST-VPack reduces the nominal, mean, and standard deviation of delay for most of benchmarks with few exceptions, which are due to the heuristic statistical cost function in ST-VPack. For example, ST-VPack increases the mean delay by 2.6% but reduces the standard deviation by 31.8% for dsip, which results in a larger yield compared to T-VPack. On average, ST-VPack reduces the nominal, mean, and standard deviation of delay by 3.7% (from 2.1% with s38584 to 12.5% with s298), 5.0% (from 2.6% with dsip to 13.0% with s298) and 6.4% (from 1.2% with 4 to 31.8% with dsip), respectively. The impact of ST-VPack on timing distribution (mean and standard deviation) is larger than that on the nominal delay due to the fact that we are aiming to optimize timing statistically for ST-VPack. Table II compares T-VPack and ST-VPack in more detail. On average, ST-VPack reduces the number of interconnect connections by 4.2%, delay (or timing graph depth) after packing in constant delay model (i.e., 1.0 for global interconnect and 0.1 for logic and local connection) by 4.0%. ST-VPack achieves almost the same number of clusters after packing. T-VPack and ST-VPack takes 6 and 8 s to pack all 20 benchmarks, respectively. In the rest part of this paper, we only present the overall runtime (clustering, placement, and routing), which is
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timing cost is calculated based on the static criticality of each and the critiedge defined in (11), the delay of each edge and for a placecality exponent . The timing costs of edge ment solution are (10) (11) (12)



Fig. 3. Normalized nominal, mean, and standard deviation of circuit delay obtained by ST-VPack.



TABLE II CLUSTERING RESULTS (BASED ON THE GEOMETRIC MEAN OF 20 MCNC DESIGNS)



is obtained from the delay lookup respectively, where is the critical path matrix and the current placement, is the timing slack of each edge. Both delay, and and slack are calculated by STA, which is performed once at every annealing temperature. The criticality exponent is used to control the relative importance of connections with different criticalities. The overall cost function is then shown in (13), where is the tradeoff parameter between the timing and wiring costs. The previous timing and previous wiring costs are are updated once every temperature. The temperature and used to decide whether a move is to be accepted or rejected. It and give the best timing was shown in [29] that and wiring tradeoff



(13)



B. Stochastic Placement ST-Vplace more meaningful. ST-VPack does not have significant impact on overall runtime. When evaluated with the same cutoff delay, ST-VPack improves yield from 80.1% to 90% or from 88.0% to 95%. Clearly, ST-VPack is able to effectively improve timing statistically and, therefore, improve yield without routability, area, and runtime overhead compared to T-VPack. IV. PLACEMENT After packing, clusters are placed to physical locations on the FPGA chip. For FPGAs, the typical placement algorithm is simulated annealing as in the timing-driven algorithm, T-VPlace [29], in VPR [19]. In the following, we first review T-VPlace and then present our new stochastic algorithm, ST-VPlace. A. Timing-Driven Placement T-VPlace Simulated annealing is a heuristic and iterative algorithm in which moves (swaps of logic cells) are accepted or rejected based on a cost function and an annealing temperature. T-VPlace considers both wiring and timing costs. Wiring cost is expressed as (9) where is the number of nets in the circuit. The cost of net is determined by its horizontal and vertical spans and . Scaling factor compensates for multiterminal nets. Timing cannot be optimized explicitly since it is too expensive to perform a timing analysis after each move. A heuristic



The interconnect delay estimated in T-VPlace is based on 2-pin net routing for each pair of locations without considering congestion. The actual delay after routing may differ from the estimated delay in placement, mainly due to the impact of congestion and multiterminal nets. This introduces interconnect delay uncertainty in placement. In addition, any near-critical paths may become critical with process variation. Fig. 4 compares the PDFs for post-routing delay normalized with respect to the estimated one during placement and post-routing delay with process variation normalized with respect to the nominal one. The statistics are based on near-critical interconnects (static criticality greater than 0.9 after routing) of all designs. As shown in Fig. 4, process variation leads to a much wider delay spread compared to interconnect uncertainty. The statistics show that more than 70% of interconnects have an estimation error within 1% while the relative standard deviation is 6% due to process variation. It is clear that process variation leads to a more significant delay variance and needs to be considered in placement. Because the study in Fig. 2 has shown that only the dominant uncertainty source impacts the clustering results, in this section, we assume that only the dominant uncertainty source, i.e., process variation, should be considered for placement. Interconnect uncertainty can be modeled as an independent Gaussian with a small relative standard deviation with respect to the estimated delay. Our experimental results however show that such a small relative standard deviation, e.g., 0.5%, has little impact on the timing. In order to consider process variation during placement, we calculate a delay matrix in the canonical form instead of the
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Fig. 4. Comparison between PDFs for 1) post-routing delay normalized w.r.t. the estimated delay during placement and 2) post-routing delay with process variation normalized w.r.t. the nominal one.



nominal delay matrix for each pair of locations. The delay in the canonical form for a routing path is calculated by performing statistical addition for the interconnect switches in that path. Given the delay in the canonical form for each edge, SSTA instead of STA is performed at each temperature to obtain the statistical criticality. Instead of using the static timing cost function (10), we define statistical timing cost functions for each edge and a placement solution as (14) (15) is the nominal delay for each edge and is the statistical criticality. Statistical critiis a constant parameter. We experimentally cality exponent to be 0.5 for the best timing yield. The overall cost tune function in ST-VPlace is as where



(16) We use the same of 0.5 for the same timing and wiring tradeoff in ST-VPlace. The same annealing scheme in T-VPlace is also adopted in ST-VPlace. The goal of ST-VPlace is to perform placement considering process variation, and to optimize for the statistical timing leveraging the back-end SSTA.



Fig. 5. Normalized nominal, mean, and standard deviation of circuit delay obtained by ST-VPlace.



the mean delay by 1.8% but reduces the standard deviation of delay by 22.7% for dsip, which results in a larger yield. ST-VPlace reduces the nominal delay for most benchmarks , and . However, a smaller except for mean and standard deviation of delay are achieved for each of these benchmarks due to the heuristic statistical cost function in ST-VPlace. On average, ST-VPlace reduces the nominal, mean, and standard deviation of delay by 3.3% (from 3.1% with des to 12.3% with elliptic), 4.0% (from 1.7% with dsip to 14.2% with elliptic) and 6.1% (from 0.0% with apex4 to 22.7% with dsip), respectively. Similar to the stochastic clustering ST-VPack, ST-VPlace has larger impact on timing distribution than that on the nominal delay due to its statistical fashion. The impact of ST-VPlace on timing is similar to that of ST-VPack. Nevertheless, the gain of ST-VPlace mainly comes from considering process variation, different from ST-VPack where the gain is mainly due to modeling interconnect uncertainty. Table III compares T-VPlace and ST-VPlace in more detail. When evaluated with the same cutoff delay, ST-VPlace improves yield from 82% to 90% or from 89.4% to 95%. On the other hand, ST-VPlace increases the total wire length after routing by 1.3% and takes 3.1 runtime compared to T-VPlace. Nevertheless, the block-based SSTA has linear time complexity where and are number of of global variation sources and number of grids, respectively. In addition, SSTA is only performed once at every annealing temsame as perature, the average complexity of SSTA is still STA during placement. ST-VPlace therefore has the same avas T-VPlace, where is the erage complexity of number of clusters.



C. Experimental Results Fig. 5 shows the normalized nominal, mean, and standard deviation of post-routing circuit delay obtained by ST-VPlace for each benchmark. Each is normalized to its counterpart in T-VPlace. The same deterministic clustering and routing algorithms are used in both flows. Compared to T-VPlace, ST-VPlace reduces the mean and standard deviation of delay for most of benchmarks except for dsip. ST-VPlace increases



V. ROUTING After clusters are placed to physical locations on the FPGA, routing is performed to determine which programmable interconnect switches should be turned on to connect required interconnects. In the following, we first review the deterministic routing algorithm PathFinder [30], [19] in VPR and then present our stochastic routing algorithm ST-PathFinder.
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routing without congestion. It has been shown that an leads to the best timing [19].



TABLE III PLACEMENT RESULTS (BASED ON THE GEOMETRIC MEAN OF 20 MCNC DESIGNS)



of 1.2



B. Stochastic Routing ST-PathFinder



A. Timing-Driven Routing Pathfinder The routing algorithm in VPR is developed based on an iterative algorithm PathFinder. During each iteration, routing is performed for one net at a time with congestion allowed. A wave expansion algorithm is invoked times for a -sink net, with the more critical sink being routed first. After one entire routing iteration, historical congestion costs are updated for routing resources and STA is performed to update the slack for each net. Considering the connection to sink of net , the cost to include a routing resource node is



(17) where the first term is for timing cost and the second term is for is the delay from the wire congestion cost. and are the current partial routing to node . base, historical, and present costs for , respectively. is the criticality for each connection and is a tradeoff factor between timing and wire congestion for a resource node. is defined as (18) where is the slack of each connection and is the critical path delay, both analyzed by STA. MaxCrit is the maximum criticality that any connection can have, and is the criticality component. Both are the parameters to control how the slack of a connection impacts the congestion delay tradeoff in the cost function. Setting MaxCrit to 0.99 prevents that the nets on critical path ignore congestion and can achieve a better routability without affecting circuit timing compared to a MaxCrit of 1.0. In addition, of 1 leads to the best circuit timing [19]. is the total cost of the path including the current partial routing tree and the node , and is defined as (19) The total cost of a routing tree includes the cost of current partial routing tree and the expected cost from node to target sink , and is defined as (20) is based on the aswhere the expected cost sumption that the same type of wires are used for the remaining



In the routing stage, the interconnect estimation occurs when predicting delay from the current partial routing to the target sink, and has the highest accuracy within all design stages. On the other hand, timing analysis is only performed after an entire routing iteration. Interconnect uncertainty has little impact on in (18). We, therefore, only one of the key parameters consider process variation in SSTA for ST-PathFinder. Similar to the stochastic placement, routing path delay in the canonical form is calculated by performing statistical addition for the interconnect switches in that path. SSTA is then performed to calculate the statistical criticality for each interconnect connection. We modify (18) as (21) is the statistical criticality for each conwhere nection, criticality exponent is a constant parameter. In (18), MaxCrit and “max” operation set the upper and lower bounds of static criticality to MaxCrit and 0, respectively. Since the SCriticality is non-negative in nature, we replace the “max” in (18) with the “min” operation in (21) to set the upper bound for . Based on (21), we then have the statistical cost function for node as



(22) where is the nominal delay from the current partial routing to node . Plugging (22) into (19) and then (20) gives us the new statistical cost function considering process variation for an entire routing tree. By using the statistical criticality, the routing order of sinks in one net and the tradeoff between timing and wire congestion costs for a resource node are changed. We experimentally tune to be 0.2 for the best timing yield. All other parameters in ST-PathFinder are the same as those in PathFinder. C. Experimental Results Fig. 6 shows the normalized nominal, mean, and standard deviation of post-routing circuit delay obtained by ST-PathFinder for each benchmark. Each is normalized to its counterpart in PathFinder. The same deterministic clustering and placement algorithms are used in both flows. Compared to PathFinder, ST-PathFinder reduces (or achieves as good as) the nominal and mean delay values (except for misex3 with 7.9% larger nominal delay) for most of benchmarks. On the other hand, ST-PathFinder has little impact on the standard deviation of delay. Note that ST-PathFinder achieves inferior results especially the nominal delay for some benchmarks (e.g., 7.9% nominal delay overhead for misex3) compared to PathFinder, which is due to the heuristic statistical cost function adopted in ST-PathFinder. On average, ST-PathFinder reduces the nominal, mean, and standard deviation of delay by 1.4% (from 7.9% with misex3 to 7.8% with elliptic), 1.4% (from 1.6% with misex3 to 7.8% with elliptic) and 0.7% (from 3.5% with dsip to 5.2% with pdc), respectively. Compared to clustering
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Fig. 6. Normalized nominal, mean, and standard deviation of circuit delay obtained by ST-PathFinder.



TABLE IV ROUTING RESULTS (BASED ON THE GEOMETRIC MEAN OF 20 MCNC DESIGNS)



and placement stages, the impact of stochastic routing on timing is much smaller due to the fact that routing stage has the smallest design flexibility. Table IV compares PathFinder and ST-PathFinder in more detail. When evaluated with the same cutoff delay, ST-PathFinder improves yield from 87.8% to 90% or from 93.5% to 95%. In addition, ST-PathFinder reduces the total wire length after routing and overall runtime by 4.5% and 4.2%, respectively. Although SSTA is more expensive than STA, SSTA, or STA is only performed once after one entire routing iteration. ST-PathFinder reduces the average number of routing iterations required for a successful routing from 22 to 15 compared to PathFinder and therefore consumes less runtime. It is due to the fact that ST-PathFinder uses statistical criticality to achieve a better balance between weights of timing and wire lengths in the cost function for each net. Besides of a 4.2% of runtime reduction, ST-PathFinder also reduces the total wire length after routing by 4.5% due to this better balanced cost function. VI. INTERACTION BETWEEN CLUSTERING, PLACEMENT, AND ROUTING Sections III–V study each individual stochastic algorithm in isolation and the impact of each one on timing improvement. In the following, we combine the stochastic algorithms and study
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the interactions between them. We summarize the results including the nominal, mean, and standard deviation of circuit delay, runtime, and average yield improvement for all combinations of algorithms in Table V. The delay values are presented in the difference compared to the flow consisting of all deterministic algorithms. The runtime is also normalized with respect to the deterministic flow. The yield improvement is calculated as the difference between the yields obtained by the deterministic flow and each stochastic flow when each stochastic flow achieves a yield of 90% or 95%. The majority of improvements are achieved during clustering and placement. The gain mainly comes from modeling interconnect delay uncertainty for clustering and from considering process variation for placement. When applying stochastic clustering and placement concurrently, we can achieve a smaller nominal, mean, and standard deviation of delay than applying any one of them alone. However, there exists some overlap between gains in clustering and placement. On the other hand, the routing stage has less improvement. When applying stochastic routing with other stochastic algorithms concurrently, the impact of routing is dominated by other algorithms. It is due to the fact that the routing stage has the smallest design flexibility. We also present the total wire length achieved by each flow in Table V. Compared to the deterministic flow, the stochastic clustering and placement increase total wire length by 0.8% and 1.3%, respectively. When applying stochastic clustering and placement concurrently with deterministic routing, the wire length overhead increases to 3.2%. On the other hand, the stochastic routing reduces wire length by 4.5%. When applying stochastic routing with stochastic placement, clustering or both concurrently, the wire length is reduced by 3.2%, 3.4%, and 1.6%, respectively, compared to the deterministic flow.2 When all stochastic algorithms are applied concurrently, the stochastic flow reduces the nominal, mean, and standard deviation of delay by 6.3%, 6.2%, and 7.5%, respectively, but takes 3.0 runtime compared to the deterministic flow. In addition, the stochastic flow can improve the yield by 12.6% (or 9.1%) when a yield of 90% (or 95%) is obtained by the stochastic flow. For a good gain with less runtime, we may apply only stochastic clustering with deterministic placement and routing. This flow reduces the nominal, mean, and standard deviation of delay by 3.7%, 5.0%, and 6.4%, respectively, and reduces runtime slightly. Table VI compares our stochastic flow with the deterministic flow under various process variation assumptions. Each flow consists of all deterministic or all stochastic algorithms. The of global/spatial/local variations are in the range between 5%/5%/3% and 30%/30%/18%. The mean and standard deviation of delay values in the stochastic flow are presented in the difference compared to those in the deterministic flow. The reduction ranges of mean and standard deviation are from 5.1% to 6.5% and from 6.6% to 8.2%, respectively. It is clear that the stochastic flow consistently achieves a smaller mean and standard deviation of circuit delay under various process variation assumptions, and, therefore, result in a larger yield compared to the deterministic flow. 2Note that we assume the same routing channel width for both deterministic and stochastic flows and the wire length reduction due to stochastic routing could be converted to routing congestion reduction.
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TABLE V COMBINED RESULTS. “D” AND “S” STAND FOR DETERMINISTIC AND STOCHASTIC, RESPECTIVELY (BASED ON THE RESULTS OF 20 MCNC DESIGNS)



TABLE VI COMPARISON OF MEAN DELAY AND STANDARD DEVIATION BETWEEN DETERMINISTIC AND STOCHASTIC FLOWS UNDER VARIOUS PROCESS VARIATION ASSUMPTIONS (BASED ON THE GEOMETRIC MEAN OF 20 MCNC DESIGNS)



VII. CONCLUSION In this paper, we have presented the first in-depth study on stochastic physical synthesis algorithms leveraging SSTA with process variation and interconnect delay uncertainty for FPGAs. We have studied stochastic clustering, placement, and routing algorithms as well as the interaction between them. Evaluated by SSTA with the fully placed and routed layout, the stochastic clustering, placement, and routing reduce the mean delay by 5.0%, 4.0%, and 1.4%, respectively, and reduce the standard deviation of delay by 6.4%, 6.1%, and 1.4%, respectively. The majority of improvements are achieved during clustering and placement. The gain mainly comes from modeling interconnect uncertainty for clustering and considering process variation for placement. On the other hand, the routing stage has much less improvement. When applying all stochastic algorithms concurrently, the mean delay and standard deviation are reduced by 6.2% and 7.5%, respectively. The stochastic flow improves the yield by 12.6% (or 9.1%) compared to the deterministic flow when a yield of 90% (or 95%) is obtained by the stochastic flow. In addition, our stochastic algorithms consistently achieve a smaller mean and standard deviation of circuit delay, which result in a larger yield, under various process variation assumptions. We also show an overlap existed between gains of clustering and placement. Stochastic clustering with deterministic placement and routing is a good flow with little change to the entire flow, but the mean delay is reduced by 5.0%, the standard deviation is reduced by 6.4%, and the runtime is slightly reduced compared to the deterministic flow. The significant improvement observed by our study warrants more investigation on stochastic physical synthesis for FPGAs in the future. While its improvement over timing is small (1.4%), stochastic routing is able to reduce
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